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{TIBETAN} 00:00:10

First of all, please adjust your motivation according to the instructions of all the great lamas of this tradition, and 
think that you are here on this occasion to receive the most profound Mahayana teachings, with the ultimate aim 
of reaching the state of enlightenment in order to benefit all mother sentient beings. With this thought, please 
adjust just your motivation for listening.

00:00:10 {TIBETAN} 00:00:55

We'll continue from the handout. We continue where it mentions the direct yogic perception, and then it says 

"Similarly, it will establish that the path of seeing that realises that will abandon imputed afflictions. 
When that is established, it will also establish the path of meditation that becomes familiar with the 
selflessness of the person that has already been seen. And since it has the power to abandon even the 
innate afflictions, it will establish that it has the power to exhaust all contamination from afflictions. 
Therefore, even though it does not realise emptiness, it has the potency to abandon all negative 
tendencies of the three realms along with their seeds. This is because, as it has been explained, the 
abandonment that comes through these two—seeing and meditation is the way of abandonment of a 
supramundane path."

00:00:55 {TIBETAN} 00:03:27

We're at the point where we have said that valid awareness will settle this whole issue about the self-sufficient 
and substantially existing self that does not have the same nature with the aggregates. And if valid awareness 
settles that—understands this, clarifies this, then those who are mainly to be trained through that, they will 
become familiar with this, they will keep meditating on it. And as a result of this increased familiarity, they will 
develop the direct realisation of the selflessness of the person. It is actually direct yogic perception that tells us 
that all of those things will happen. This will happen, and if you do, this will happen, if you do this, this will 
happen. All of this will be established through reasoning of direct yogic perception. And our system actually 
accepts all these points.

00:03:27 {TIBETAN} 00:05:35

Up to here you can see that we have certain issues that we commonly agree upon, but then he continues. This is 
the opponent now, that says "similarly it will establish that the path of seeing that realises that will abandon 
imputed afflictions." So, from here we have different opinions. We don't agree with what the opponent is actually 
saying. The opponent says that this direct realisation of the gross selflessness of the person is established/posited 
as the path of seeing, and that this path of seeing would then abandon imputed afflictions. This is what they say. 
We disagree. We do not think that this direct realisation of gross selflessness of the person is the path of seeing. 
And we don't agree that this thing is going to abandon imputed afflictions. This is where the doubt is coming. 
From this point, where we disagree, you can see there is doubt, and we start having different positions.

00:05:35 {TIBETAN} 00:07:21

The next sentence also reflects the position of the opponent, where it says "when that is established." What is 
established? According to the position, that path of seeing will abandon imputed afflictions. It's their assertion. 
We don't agree. They continue their line of thought, "and when that is established, it would also establish the path
of meditation that becomes familiar with the selflessness of the person that has already been seen." We disagree. 
We don't agree with what they posit as being the path of seeing. And because the path of meditation is that which 
develops familiarity with what the path of seeing has seen, we also disagree with what they describe as the path 
of meditation.
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00:07:21 {TIBETAN} 00:08:33

And then he continues, the opponent continues, and says, "and since it has the power to abandon even innate 
afflictions." Now they're talking about the path of meditation. It says, the path of meditation develops familiarity 
with what already the path of seeing has seen. So this is familiarity with the selflessness of the person being 
empty of the self-sufficient and substantially existent self. And the more you become familiar with this, this path 
of meditation will even be able to abandon innate afflictions. We disagree.

00:08:33 {TIBETAN} 00:09:58

They have come to the point where they're describing the path of meditation—a path of meditation that develops 
familiarity with gross selflessness, basically. And they say that this will have the power to abandon even innate 
afflictions. We disagree. And then they continue by saying, it will establish that it has the potency to exhaust all 
contamination from afflictions because you have got rid of the imputed, and now you're getting rid of the inmate. 
So he says, you get rid of everything. We disagree. And they continue, "therefore, even though it does not realise 
emptiness." Here, they mean it does not realise the subtle emptiness, "it has the potency to abandon all negative 
tendencies of the three realms along with their seeds." We disagree.

00:09:58 {TIBETAN} 00:11:34

It continues. "This is because, as it has been explained [by the opponent] the abandonment that comes through 
these two—seeing and meditation, is the way of abandonment of a supramundane path." So what has the 
opponent explained? The opponent has explained that you have a path of seeing that directly sees gross 
selflessness of the person, meaning that the person is empty of the self-sufficient and substantially existing self. 
Then, in addition to that you achieve the path of meditation that develops familiarity with that gross emptiness, 
and that these two paths—path of seeing and path of meditation, understood in this way, have their own measure 
of abandonments. And they say that these two types of abandonments that come from these two paths are 
supramundane paths. This is what the opponent says. We disagree. We disagree with every sentence.

00:11:34 {TIBETAN} 00:13:00

Because we do not agree that the path of seeing is a path that directly sees that the person is empty of the self-
sufficient and substantial existing self, because we don't agree that the path of meditation is developing 
familiarity with directly seeing that the person is empty of the self-sufficient and substantial existing self, finally, 
we do not agree in that whatever these two paths that they describe abandon makes it a supramundane path. As 
you can see, here we are dealing with this particular type of abandonment, or this particular type of realisation 
that the person is lacking a self that is self-sufficient and substantially existing. And we have mention here "of the
supramundane path." The question is whether the abandonment of that thing is the abandonment of the 
supramundane path or not. The way that we define the supramundane path is that the supramundane path is an 
arya path. When the supramundane path abandons something, it will abandon it together with their seeds, there 
will be complete abandonment. Because we mentioned the term, here, "supramundane path," we need to 
understand that we have a two-fold division in terms of the paths. You have mundane paths and you have 
supramundane paths. The question is, we're talking about abandoning the idea that the self is self-sufficient and 
substantially existing, and this type of abandonment, is it the abandonment of a mundane path? Or is it the 
abandonment of a supra mundane path? What is it? The answer to that is that it is neither. It is only described as a
path, an abandonment of a path according to the higher and the lower abhidharma. But if you really examine the 
nature of mundane and supramundane path, you will see that realising that the person is empty of the self-
sufficient and substantially existing self  does not fall in either category. Now we have talked about mundane and 
supramundane paths. When we look at special insight, we have mundane special insight and supramundane 
special insight. Mundane special insight follows this path of comparison, where it sees the lower ground as being 
100% faulty, and then it sees the higher ground as having all the desirable qualities. By doing this comparison 
and seeing one being completely bad, and the other one extremely good and desirable, that makes you to move 
forward. And as you do that you abandon certain manifest afflictions. This is the process/function of the mundane
path. And this is what the mundane path does. It temporarily suppresses/abandons some manifest afflictions. And 
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then you have the supramundane special insight. And this comes from analysis from within the state of calm-
abiding, and it will lead to a realisation of emptiness. Initially it is going to be conceptual, and eventually it is 
going to be non-conceptual. So when we talk about supramundane special insight, mainly we're talking about the 
non-conceptual level of that understanding. So we're talking about a direct realisation of emptiness. So 
abandoning grasping at the self that is self-sufficient and substantially existent is not really the abandonment of 
either the mundane or the supramundane path.

00:13:00 {TIBETAN} 00:21:50

We're left with the question, what is it? They say that it is supramundane path, but for us it is not mundane path, 
definitely it is not supramundane path, and it is not both—it cannot both be mundane and supramundane path.

00:22:09 {TIBETAN} .

00:23:21

Just one thing before we move forward. We mentioned the two types of special insight, the mundane and the 
supramundane, and we stressed only in the case of supramundane that it comes from within calm-abiding. 
Actually calm-abiding is the basis or the foundation for any type of special insight—both the mundane and the 
supramundane. In the supramundane we explained that it is a path that moves into higher and higher states of 
concentration, basically, absorptions, seeing one as gross and the next one as more refined. So definitely it has to 
be based in calm-abiding, and to be qualified to be called "special insight" it must have that experience of 
physical and mental bliss that is induced from analysing from within the state of concentration. So that special 
insight comes from within and the state of calm-abiding applies to both. However mundane and supramundane 
special insight are different. They are different in terms of the object they analyse, in terms of the way they 
analyse, and in terms of the things that they abandon.

00:23:21 {TIBETAN} 00:25:57

We continue with the next sentence. It says

"Therefore, if someone asserts that even the path that meditates on the sixteen aspects such as 
impermanence, has the potency to exhaust all afflictions and so forth." 

From here the author begins very clearly negating, if anyone says this, we are going to negate that, we're going to
strongly disagree. The sentence begins with the word "therefore." And that word actually includes all the previous
assertions that have been made. What are the previous assertions of the opponent? That directly seeing the lack of
the self-sufficient and substantially existing self is the path of seeing; that that type of seeing/realisation can be 
perfected with familiarity; that it can become direct realisation of the gross selflessness of the person; from 
developing further familiarity with that it can become the path of meditation; and through having the path of 
seeing and the path of meditation in this way, both the imputed and the innate afflictions, meaning all 
contamination, can be removed; and that this is actually a supramundane path. So, summarising, all these 
positions, therefore they assert that even the path that meditates on the 16 aspects such as impermanence has the 
potency to exhaust all afflictions. And before we go any further, we strongly disagree with this. We're going to 
negate it.

00:25:57 {TIBETAN} 00:29:27

It says here that someone might assert that meditating on the sixteen aspects such as impermanence has the 
potency to exhaust afflictions. Here we are talking about this gross understanding, or this presentation that we 
have in the two abhidharma texts—the higher and the lower. We, from the Prasangika point of view, don't agree. 
That thing is not the supramundane path. That thing cannot exhaust afflictions. It cannot exhaust anything. It 
comes down to having the path that meditates on gross selflessness of the person. And we say, no, that does not 
have the power to abandon any affliction. It doesn't do anything. Remember that we had that verse that said 
emptiness leads to liberation, and the remaining are the methods to train in that. When it talked about emptiness, 
it was talking about this gross level of selflessness, understanding that the person is empty of the self-sufficient 
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and substantially existing self. For them, they posit this to be liberation, or this is the antidote that will get rid of 
everything and you will reach liberation. And the others, the remainders—the other fifteen from the list of sixteen
are the methods that will allow you to train in order to realise that. So they are what will allow you to mature your
mind in order to properly realise that selflessness. This is their position. We disagree.

00:29:27 {TIBETAN} 00:32:12

Okay. So here we have made a very important point that basically we are dealing with two sets of those sixteen 
aspects of the four noble truths. One is the gross presentation, which is the presentation that we have in the two 
abhidharmas. And the other one is this subtle presentation that we have according to the Middle Way 
Consequence School, according to which, if you follow the meditation on the sixteen aspects that is the subtle 
one, that indeed has the power to abandon afflictions. But the gross one does not have the power to do that. So 
Geshe la was saying if we have time, later on, we will go into that explanation. The difference between how one 
is grosser, and the other one is more subtle.

00:32:12 {TIBETAN} 00:33:43

You can see here, the doubt arising.

"Therefore if someone asserts that even the path that meditates on the sixteen aspects such as 
impermanence, has the potency to exhaust all afflictions, then what must be explained is that even though
they have not found the view of emptiness, they have settled the sixteen aspects such as impermanence 
with valid awareness. And those who are to be trained in that meditate on that meaning with great energy,
and through familiarity they come to see directly the course selflessness of the person. Then, there is no 
one who would say that it would not come if they meditate on what they have already seen. What is that? 
Because since such a path is not a complete realisation of selflessness of the person, this path is not 
accepted as the path of seeing and the transcendent path of meditation."

00:33:43 {TIBETAN} 00:36:39

From this point, after the comma, where it says, "therefore if someone asserts... to exhaust all afflictions, then it 
must be explained that." When it says "then it must be explained that," from that point he's actually clarifying the 
doubt. The doubt has a reason, and now he's going to speak in a way that will dispel that doubt. So he says, "what
must be explained is that even though they have not found a view of emptiness, they have settled the sixteen 
aspects such as impermanence with valid awareness." So, remember starting with the end of the session of last 
week, we gave a list of the things that we agree upon, the common agreements. And it is a common agreement 
that if you use valid awareness, you will be able to settle, meaning clarify or understand, the sixteen aspects such 
as impermanence and so forth. And those who are to be trained in that, will meditate on that meaning with great 
energy/perseverance, they will throw everything they have at it, and through familiarity they will come to see 
directly the coarse selflessness of the person. So we agree that, even though they don't have the view of 
emptiness, nevertheless they have generated an understanding of the sixteen aspects. And within them they have 
an understanding of the gross selflessness of the person. And initially this is an understanding through a generic 
image, and because they meditate so diligently, eventually it will become a direct realisation. So, he says, there is 
no one who would say that it would not come if they meditate on what they have already seen, meaning no one 
would disagree, in other words, we agree. Yes, you will have the initial realisation, you can perfect it, you can go 
from the generic image, which is conceptual to direct realisation. But that doesn't mean that it is the path of 
seeing. And of course, you can put a lot of energy and familiarise yourself with that, but that doesn't mean that it 
is the path of meditation. So you see, we agree that you will come to see directly, but it's not the path of seeing, 
we agree that you can develop familiarity with what you have seen, but this is not the path of meditation.

00:36:39 {TIBETAN} 00:40:13

So he says, okay, we agree, no one would say that these things would not happen. But then he says "what is that?"
Going back to, what is this path? Tell me what is this path that you say will have that realisation of the sixteen 
aspects of gross selflessness? "What is this path?" Very clearly now it says, "since such a path is not a complete 
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realisation of the selflessness of the person, therefore this path is not accepted as the path of seeing and the 
transcendent path of meditation." So this path that is described in the two abhidharmas is not the path of seeing or
the transcendent path of meditation.

00:40:13 {TIBETAN} 00:42:40

What we understand here is that according to the Middle Way Consequence school, this path that is described in 
the two abhidharma texts might be a path that has the direct realisation of the coarse selflessness of the person, or 
direct realisation of the sixteen aspects, however it is not posited as the path of seeing, and familiarity with what 
has already been directly seen is not posited as the path of meditation. However, this path which is a path of 
direct realisation of the sixteen aspects is then posited as a path that exists in ordinary beings. It does not exist in 
aryas, so it can only be posited for those who are below the path of preparation. Why? Because the way that we 
define the path of preparation, the path of preparation begins when you obtain the union of calm-abiding and 
special insight focusing on emptiness. And they don't have that. So they must be below. So they are ordinary 
things. They are not aryas. So they are ordinary beings with direct realisation of the sixteen aspects.

00:42:40 {TIBETAN} 00:44:37

It continues. "Therefore, since it does not have the potency to abandon seeds of whatever seeing-abandonments 
and meditation-abandonments there are, to explain it as a path of seeing and a path of meditation, to explain that 
it abandons the two objects of abandonment along with their seeds, and to explain that at the end of these two 
paths, one will attain the state of an arhat, all those things is the tradition of commenting on the interpretable 
meaning."

00:44:37 {TIBETAN} 00:47:01

What we say here is that having that a direct realisation of the sixteen aspects, which is on the gross level, as they
are presented in the two abhidharmas, and having that direct realisation of gross selflessness that negates that the 
person possesses a self-sufficient and substantially existing self, this paths, this direct realisation is not the path of
seeing and it's not the path of meditation. Since it is neither path of seeing nor the path of meditation, it cannot 
get rid of seeing abandonments and meditation abandonments. If it's not that path, it cannot get rid of what that 
path gets rid of, and therefore, to explain that thing as a path of seeing and the path of meditation is not 
acceptable. Who explains it to be that? Abhidharma explains it as that. And to explain that it abandons the two 
objects of abandonment along with their seeds, that it gets rid of everything, seeing abandonment, meditation 
abandonment, everything from the seed, and to say that at the end of these two paths, what is described as path of
seeing and as path of meditation, at the end of these two paths you will attain the state of an arhat! Well this is not
our position. Definitely not our position. So it concludes by saying it is a tradition of commenting on the 
interpretable meaning. It's not something we accept. It can only be seen as interpretable meaning.

00:47:01 {TIBETAN} 00:49:13

It continues with an example, 

"For example, followers of the Mind-only school established with valid awareness, the negation of 
grasping partless particles and external objects that are built from the accumulation of such particles as 
distinct substance. Therefore, if those who are to be trained on that meditate for a long time, they will 
come to see that meaning directly. And if they become familiar with what they have already seen, it is 
allowed to say that they will accomplish it."

00:52:51

Let's look at the example. The example that it gives here is the example of followers of the Mind-only school. In 
the Mind-only School what do they define as emptiness? What is the final realisation that you must have? The 
final realisation is lack of duality between external objects and awareness that is holding these external objects. 
So we have those imprints of seeing them as distinct, as being different, but in reality, we have to understand that 
they are actually the same substance. They are not distinct substances because they come from the same imprint. 
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So, overcoming that sense of duality, is negating that duality, which for them is emptiness. So if you are a 
follower of the Mind-only School, you establish this with valid awareness, you establish that negation, and those 
are to be trained in that, meditate for a long time. And this is considered to be gross selflessness of phenomena, 
this lack of duality between the object and the subject. So "those who are to be trained in that," obviously they are
followers of the Mind-only school. They meditate on that for a very long time, and as a result of that, they will 
come to see that meaning directly. They will see that lack of duality directly. They have the direct realisation of 
that. But that doesn't mean that, for us, this is the path of seeing. If they become familiar with that, with what they
have already seen, it is allowed to say that they will accomplish it. So they accomplish that familiarity through 
repeatedly going over it, but that doesn't make it the path of meditation. So, above that, to progress on the tenth 
ground and the three later paths, which is the path of seeing, the path of meditation, the path of no more learning, 
it's similar to the Middle Way commenting on the interpretable meaning. So for the Middle Way Consequence, 
this is interpretable. They (followers of Mind-only) have not reached emptiness, they have no realisation of 
emptiness, and they're not progressing because this is not the path of seeing, and they're not going to go to the 
path of meditation after that. So they've not, as it says, progress on the tenth ground and the three later paths. It's 
only interpretable.

00:52:51 {TIBETAN} 00:56:23

Actually, the Middle Way Autonomous School, followers Bhavaviveka, agree with all these points, and the 
example is pointed to them. It says, "don't you, followers of the Middle Way Autonomous School agree about all 
those things that we have said here about the Mind-only school? Yes, you agree. Yes, you agree this is the duality 
they understand, they overcome, they become familiar, they have direct realisation, they develop familiarity. 
They agree. Our agreement is up to the point where it says "above that, to progress on the tenth level," and so 
forth, because then we say, from that point onwards there's disagreement. It can only be interpretable.

00:56:23 {TIBETAN} 00:58:34

What we must differentiate here is this. We have been talking about the person lacking the self-sufficient and 
substantially existing self. And we say that this is gross selflessness of the person. Is it selflessness of the person? 
No. We gave the example, according to the Middle Way School, where we are negating that the external object 
and awareness that is holding it are different substance. And we say that negating that is the gross selflessness of 
phenomena. But is it selflessness of phenomena? No. Because to be selflessness of the person or to be 
selflessness of phenomena what you have to be negating is that the person or that phenomena is established from 
its own characteristics. Since we're not negating that thing, it is not selflessness of the person, and it's not 
selflessness of phenomena. It is gross selflessness of person, and gross selflessness of phenomena.

00:58:34 {TIBETAN} 01:01:58

Actually, the Middle Way Consequence School has a long list of similar presentations where they differentiate 
between something being, let's say, gross selflessness but not selflessness. They do the same thing for gross self-
grasping but not self-grasping, the gross view of the perishable but not the view of the perishable, being the gross
truth of cessation but not the truth of cessation. So we have gone through the examples of gross selflessness of 
the person and gross selflessness of phenomena, and we say the gross selflessness of person or phenomena, but 
not selflessness of person or selflessness of phenomena, because to be this you must be negating that the person 
or phenomena is established from its own characteristics. So, similarly, when you have grasping, when you have 
the view that is grasping at that particular thing, you can have the gross grasping at the self of the person, where 
you are grasping that the person has a self that is self-sufficient and substantially existing, but this is not grasping 
at the self of the person, because you're not grasping that the person exists from it's own characteristics. You're 
only grasping that it exists as self-sufficient and substantially existing. Similarly, for the gross grasping of the 
phenomena. Then we have the view of the perishable. The view of the perishable is something which is induced 
through your self-grasping. If it is something that is induced through gross self-grasping it is not the real view of 
the perishable, it is going to be gross view of the perishable. And then, again, truth of cessation. If you have 
reached that point by just suppressing some manifest afflictions it is gross truth of cessation. The real truth of 
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cessation comes when you completely eliminate afflictions with their seeds. There are many presentations in the 
sutras where they actually present the gross level, and the Middle Way Consequence school actually says this is 
interpretable, because this is the gross level. It's not the actual grasping or selflessness or view of the perishable 
or truth of cessation.

01:01:58 {TIBETAN} 01:06:04

It's like this, in many various sutras, we find presentations of those things, but you have to understand that what 
was taught and what was recorded in the sutras was according to the predispositions and mental capacities of a 
particular audience. So those who were present or those who were to be trained, they had those propensities and 
therefore the Buddha had to teach at that particular level. So to one particular group, the Buddha said, look, this is
selflessness of the person. It might have been gross selflessness of the person, and so forth. There are many such 
presentations. So the Middle Way Consequence school comes and says yes, look, we agree it is indeed presented 
in the sutras. It is gross selflessness of the person, but it is not selflessness of the person.

01:06:04 {TIBETAN} 01:07:35

We continue with the next paragraph.

"Even though one meditates on the sixteen aspects such as impermanence, the realisation itself of the 
previously mentioned selflessness of the person is accepted as a path that liberates you from afflictions. 
This is because the compendium of abhidharma states belief in selflessness abandons afflictions. And the 
remaining aspects were taught as methods to properly train in that. And also Pramāṇ �avārttika states "the 
view of emptiness will liberate you, and the remaining meditations are for the sake of that." So it is in 
accordance with the previous statement."

01:07:35 {TIBETAN} 01:11:29

"Even though one meditates on the sixteen aspects such as impermanence, the realisation itself of the previously 
mentioned selflessness of the person." What is "the previously mentioned?" It is the one mentioned in 
abhidharma. That realisation of the selflessness of the person, which we know is gross selflessness of the person, 
it says "the realisation itself." So that is very emphatic, meaning you just need that thing itself. Only that thing is 
accepted as a path that liberates you from afflictions, meaning that thing alone is enough to liberate you from 
afflictions. This is what is mentioned in the abhidharma. And this is actually the assertion of so many schools, 
from autonomy and below. And it says why do they say this? They have two scriptural authorities. One is the 
Compeṇdium of Abhidharma, which is the higher abhidharma. And what does it say in the higher abhidharma? It 
says "belief in selflessness abandons afflictions, and the remaining aspects are taught as methods to properly train
in that." So "belief in selflessness," selflessness, here, is the gross selflessness, that the person is empty of the 
self-sufficient and substantially existent self. So you focus on that, you believe in that, you cultivate familiarity 
with that, and this is the actual thing that abandons afflictions. "And the remaining aspects." So from the 16, the 
remaining 15. "Were taught as methods to properly train in that." So to train you, to prepare you so that you can 
have that realisation that can abandon afflictions. And, "also," this is a second quotation, from Pramāṇ �avārttika, 
where it says "the view of emptiness will liberate you." The view of emptiness, again, is gross selflessness, the 
person being empty of the self-sufficient and substantially existing self. "And the remaining meditations." 
Remaining, here, refers to the other fifteen. "Are for the sake of that." So, for the sake of maturing your mind 
stream, for that. So you can see both quotations are very similar. They say if you have that view, which for us is 
gross view of selflessness, this thing liberates you, this thing abandons afflictions, and the other fifteen are there 
to train you. So they offer you that support. And they will mature your mind stream.

01:11:29 {TIBETAN} 01:15:37

"Having misunderstood, just the words 'view of emptiness,' some Indian scholars took it to refer to the view 
realising thusness. But since the meaning is not that, it is the view of the person being empty of self-sufficient and
substantially existing self." If you look at this quotation from Pramāṇ �avārttika, it says "the view of emptiness 
will liberate you." It says some people, and it mentions, here, some Indian scholars, have misunderstood these 
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words, where it says the view of emptiness, and they thought it refers to thusness, meaning subtle emptiness. But,
he says, no, that quotation is not referring to the view of subtle emptiness. It is referring to the view of the person 
being empty of the self-sufficient and substantially existing self. So this phrase clarifies some misunderstanding 
in terms of that quotation from Pramāṇ �avārttika.

01:15:37 {TIBETAN} 01:16:52

"Even though that path does not have the potency to abandon the seeds of afflictions, it is capable of 
abandoning manifest afflictions for the time being. This is because if we must accept the statement in the 
abhidharma that manifest afflictions, up to the level of nothingness, are abandoned by the path that has 
the aspect of coarse pacification, and is shared with non-Buddhists, then what need is there to state that 
manifest afflictions are abandoned for the time being by the previous path?" 

It begins by saying, "even though that path does not have the potency to abandon the seeds of affliction." Which 
path? It's the previous path, it's this path that we have been talking about, the path that has the direct realisation of
gross selflessness that sees that the person is empty of self-sufficient and substantially existing self. So that path, 
that type of realisation does not have the potency to abandon the seeds of afflictions. Even though it does not 
have the potency to do that, it is capable of abandoning manifest afflictions for the time being. Now, that is a very
important statement. It is capable of abandoning according to the abhidharma, and according to the abhidharma it
can abandon certain manifest afflictions for the time being. But for us it does not have the power to abandon 
manifest afflictions, because it doesn't abandon anything from the seed. "This is because if we must accept the 
statement in the abhidharma that manifest afflictions up to the level of nothingness are abandoned by the path that
has the aspect of coarse pacification..." That mundane path of comparison "...and is shared with non-Buddhists, 
then what need is there to state that manifest afflictions are abandoned for the time being by the previous path?

01:16:52 {TIBETAN} 01:20:44

So the previous path is the path mentioned in abhidharma, realisation of gross selflessness of the person. What do
we understand from this statement? We understand that according to the abhidharma if you want to abandon 
manifest afflictions you have two options. You can follow a mundane path, which is the path of gross 
pacification, or if you don't follow that path, you could follow another path which is the path that realises the 
selflessness of the person, which of course is gross selflessness of the person. So it says any of these two paths 
can abandon manifest affliction.

01:20:44 {TIBETAN} 01:23:16

"As it is stated in the two abhidharmas [the higher and the lower], if the object that you focus upon is an 
affliction, this tradition explains it to be afflicted ignorance of true grasping. In presentations other than 
the explanation of abhidharma it is said that it does not have the capacity to abandon even the manifest 
states of views that are influenced by that as well as afflictions that are non-view." 

This really clarifies, even more, what was stated in the previous paragraph.

01:23:16 {TIBETAN} 01:25:53

In the previous paragraph we have this presentation according to the abhidharma that says this path is capable of 
abandoning afflictions for the time being. And in this paragraph it says "as it is stated in the two abhidharmas, if 
the object that you focus upon is affliction..." Obviously the abhidharma has its own presentation of what is an 
affliction and what it means to abandon an affliction. But this tradition, the Middle Way Consequence School 
explains it to be afflicted ignorance of true grasping. In the presentation, other than the explanation of the 
abhidharma, it is said that it does not have the capacity to abandon even the manifest states. So there is emphasis 
here. Forget about abandoning anything from the seed. It cannot even abandon manifest states of anything 
because according to the Middle Way Consequence School or the presentation other than the abhidharma, when 
we talk about afflictions, afflictions are actually something which is very deep, very profound, very extensive, 
profound in the sense of very subtle, very difficult to deal with. And they're classified into two: views and non-
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views. So it says, whether you're dealing with views or non-views, if it is affliction according to our system, that 
path that you're talking about will not even be able to deal with manifest states, let alone the seeds.

01:25:53 {TIBETAN} 01:27:52

Continuing quickly, 

"Abhidharma explains that even though the path that has the aspect of coarse pacification does not have 
the capacity to abandon manifest afflictions that are subsumed in the ground of the peak of existence, by 
developing familiarity with a path that realises the coarse selflessness of the person, it gains the capacity 
to abandon."

01:27:52 {TIBETAN} 01:29:25

We have mentioned that point before that if you follow the coarse path of pacification, which is a path that 
basically works by comparison, you can only get to a particular level. And the highest level, of course you can get
up to the peak of existence. So you can abandon all the afflictions below that level, but because there's nothing 
higher than the peak of existence, because you have nothing to compare it with, to see it as gross or something 
that needs to be overcome, you end up remaining at this level without abandoning the afflictions that are 
associated with that final level. So this is why it says it does not have the capacity to abandon manifest afflictions 
on the ground of the peak of existence. Because this is the mundane path.

01:29:25 {TIBETAN} 01:31:04

So the abhidharma actually explains that we have two paths. On one hand you have the mundane path, which is 
the path of coarse pacification. It's a path of comparison. And that path does not have the capacity to abandon 
manifest afflictions at the level of the peak of existence. But if you develop familiarity with the other path, which 
is the path of gross selflessness, it says that path can give you the full capacity to abandon even manifest 
afflictions at the peak of existence. So this is what abhidharma does. It makes a distinction between the mundane 
path and the path that realises the selflessness of the person.

01:31:04 {TIBETAN} 01:32:11

In the commentaries of all this it is clearly stated that the paths that are explained as antidotes, that abandon 
afflictions, that are devoid of the realisation of emptiness are taught to be similar with the paths that have the 
aspect of coarse pacification, and that they do not have the capacity to abandon all afflictions in accordance with 
non-Buddhists.

01:32:11 {TIBETAN} 01:34:34

It continues by saying "in the commentaries of all these." These are the different abhidharma texts and the 
commentaries. Here we're looking at commentaries by master Chandrakirti. In commentaries by master 
Chandrakirti 

"It is clearly stated that the paths that are explained as the antidotes that abandon afflictions, that are 
devoid of the realisation of emptiness, are taught to be similar with the path that have the aspect of coarse
pacification, and that they do not have the capacity to abandon all afflictions." 

So Chandrakirti clearly says that if you have a path that does not have realisation of emptiness, it only has 
realisation of coarse selflessness, that path cannot abandon any affliction. And actually that path is not different 
from that mundane path of comparison. It cannot abandon anything from the seed. It cannot deal even with 
manifest afflictions. So, he says, it becomes just like this path that non-Buddhists follow. Remember the second 
argument, (S.) take the hearer and solitary realiser arhats, (P.) It follows that if they didn't have realisation of 
emptiness, they would not be able to abandon the stains or the afflictions of the three realms, for example (E.) 
they would be just like those non-Buddhists.
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